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Abstract— Arabic Named Entity Recognition (ANER) systems aim to identify and classify Arabic Named entities (NEs) within Arabic 
text. Other important tasks in Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP) depends on ANER such as machine translation, question-
answering, information extraction, etc. In general, ANER systems can be classified into three main approaches, namely, rule-based, 
machine-learning or hybrid systems. In this paper, we focus on research progress in machine-learning (ML) ANER and compare 
between linguistic resource, entity type, domain, method, and performance. We also highlight the challenges when processing Arabic 
NEs through ML systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is very important task 
in several Arabic Natural Language Processing (NLP) 
applications. NER can be used for different important tasks, 
such as Information Extraction (IE), Question Answering 
(QA), Information Retrieval (IR), and Machine Translation 
(MT). Applications that employ NER as an important 
preprocessing step to enhance the overall performance [1]. 
NER task was firstly introduced at Sixth Message 
Understanding Conference (MUC-6). However, text can be 
containing one or more types of names, such as Person, 
Location, Organization, Sports, and lots of other names from 
specific domains. These names are called Named Entities 
(NE). NER seeks to identify and classify these names 
automatically in text into predefined classes. There has been 
considerable progress on ANER over the last 10 years [2], 
and the proposed systems have adapted various NEs 
methods and techniques which can be roughly classified into 
rule-based techniques, Machine-Learning (ML) and hybrid 
approaches. ML approaches are more advantageous as the 
system can be trained and easily expanded to various 
language domains [3]. In this paper, we review the work 
progress in ANER using ML systems. We present a 
summary of the reported works which include linguistic type, 
domain, entity type, method, and performance. This paper 
also discusses the models, and NER features used in ML 
approaches with some details on the challenges associated 
with ANER in Arabic text.  

 
A named entity is a term or word that clearly identifies an 

object from a set of other objects with similar traits. In the 
expression named entity, the word named limits the scope of 
entities that have one or many rigid designators that stand for 
a referent. Usually, rigid designators include proper names, 
but it depends on the domain of interest that may refer the 
reference word for the object in the domain as named entities. 

A. Arabic Language 

There are three forms of the Arabic language: Classical 
Arabic (CA), Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and 
Colloquial Arabic Dialects. CA is the language used in 
Muslims religious resources, such as Quran and Hadith and 
in ancient Arabic manuscripts such as poetry. While CA is 
the foundation of MSA, it has some differences when 
compared to MSA such as the lexical meaning of words, 
some grammatical structure, and style. On the other hand, 
MSA is the current form of Arabic that is considered the 
official version of Arabic used by governments, agencies, 
and individuals. The third type of Arabic language is called 
colloquial Arabic which has mainly used for speaking and 
exists in various forms depending on the region or country.  

B. Arabic Language challenges 

ANER systems are facing some challenges that are 
associated with the Arabic language. The important 
challenges are as follows: 
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1) Arabic Script: Some of the characteristics of Arabic 
script impose challenges on ANER. Arabic words are 
written with connected scripts which are not the case for 
many other languages such as English.  

2) Complex Morphology: The complex morphology is 
common in Arabic text due to Arabic is an inflected 
language with very rich morphological variations. Various 
lexical forms can be obtained from different patterns of 
agglutination. The morphological issue has been handled in 
several natural language processing applications and tasks 
such as machine translation [4], noun compound extraction 
[5], word sense disambiguation [6], semantic relatedness 
measurement [7], and mapping lexical sources [8]. The 
experimental results showed that the stemming could 
improve the traditional NLP applications and tasks. 

3) Lack of Resource: Arabic language resources are not 
adequate, and those available have limited coverage [9]. 
Some corpora created by individual researchers are available 
for free to the public [10] while others are available under 
license agreement [11]. Furthermore, due to recent attention 
to NER systems for the Arabic language, it is now common 
to find some Arabic corpora with considerable size available 
on the web, but many still have limited tools and functions to 
support Arabic corpus base research.  

4) Capitalization Issue: Arabic orthography has no 
capital letters to distinguish initial letters of proper names 
like other languages such as those based on Latin-scripted 
(e.g. English). Thus, the detection of NEs, either expressed 
in single words or sequence of words, is difficult (Farber et 
al. 2008). The vagueness created by the disappearance of 
this element (i.e. capital letters) is further expanded by the 
way that most Arabic places, proper nouns or things (NEs) 
are indistinct from words that are common nouns and 
descriptive words which are non-NEs. Consequently, a 
methodology depending solely on nouns dictionaries to 
handle this issue would be uncertain [5]. As an example, the 
Arabic proper noun اكرم (Akram) will serve different 
meaning in a sentence according to its context; it can be a 
verb (His/her honoured) or a person name (Akram) and a 
superlative (the-more-generous). 

5) Auxiliary Vowels: The Arabic language has some 
diacritics which represent vowels that are used to alter the 
meaning of a single word, hence totally different word’ 
meanings can be obtained by only changing the diacritics 
attached to it. For example, the word (Noor- نور) may refer 
to the proper name (Noor-light), or the verb (enlighten- 
Nooar), or a person female name.  

6) Divergence in Writing Style: Arabic language as 
others do has transcriptional vagueness associated with NEs 
borrowed from different languages. The problem comes 
from the variously transliterated ways a word can have [12]. 
As an example, the word “Google” in English when it is 
transliterated into Arabic can be written in various spellings 
using Arabic scripts even though the meaning is still the 
same. “Uber” can be spelled as أبر  or  أوبر،  . 

 
 

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

Machine learning (ML) is the most widely used NER 
approach in Arabic language and others as well. ML 
techniques use the features of text and words to recognize 
NEs. The following two sections summarize the common 
features used in Arabic ML NER systems and related works 
on Arabic ML NER systems. 

A. Features in NER Used ML Systems 

In ANER using ML, there are some features or attributes 
that are used to recognize NEs. Features in NER are 
properties or descriptors attributes of words. Feature 
engineering is a foremost essential task of NER for all 
classifiers. Word feature can be Features can be specified in 
numerous ways using one or more Boolean or binary values, 
numeric or nominal values.  The common features are as 
follow: 

1) Word: The word itself, it refers to the distribution of 
each NE type in the Corpus. 

2) Word-Left/Right: Analysis neighbor words (left/Right) 
of length up to n. The analysis comes in several types, such 
as part of speech, or Named Entity tags from NER system 
are used as features. 

3) Word Length: This feature can be used to check if the 
length of a word is less than three or not because it is found 
that very short words are not named entities [2]. 

4) Special Marker: This Feature helps for identifying 
the presence of some special symbols or markers within the 
text. 

5) Word Prefix/ Suffix: The word suffix/prefix feature 
uses pattern matching to capture word prefix/suffix of length 
up to n [13]. Also, suffix and prefix Rarely come as NE, the 
feature could be a good sign for NE existence.  

 

 TABLE I    
  EXAMPLE OF PREFIX AND SUFFIX 

Word Translation  Lemma Prefix  Suffix  
 and taught وعلمه

him 
 him / ـه  and / و   taught /علم

 /عرب Arabic العربية
Arabs 

  / ية  the / ال

 - - Ramzi Ramzi رمزي

6) Capitalization: A binary feature indicating the 
existence of capitalization information on the gloss 
corresponding to the Arabic word [2]. 

7) Lexical Match between Arabic and English: Lexical 
match between Arabic and English through the use of a 
bilingual lexicon of morphological analyzer [14]. For 
example, Google may be transliterated to Arabic as (جوجل,) 
or (غوغل) or (قوقل,). Thus, in the training corpus, if Google 
has only appeared with the first transliteration, the classifier 
cannot classify the second transliteration. Due to the 
multiplicity of coiners for Arabic across Arab countries, 
most untranslatable terms have been transferred in several 
forms [8] to Arabic. For example, ‘biome’ and ‘pixel’ have 
been transferred to Arabic in different lemmas as (‘بيوم’ 
versus ‘مجال حيوي بيئي’ ) and (‘ ’نقطة ضوئية  versus ‘عنصورة’ ) in 
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Arabic WordNet and Arabic Wikipedia. The bilingual 
features could improve the accuracy of the semantic 
similarity between two concepts in different knowledge 
resources. 

8) Nationality Feature: This feature is a merge between 
two types lexical and a contextual feature. For example, 
 Egyptian president ,وصل الرئيس المصري محمد مرسي إلى تركيا)
Mohammed Morsi arrived in Turkey). Nationality feature is 
a binary feature to determine whether the word is recorded in 
the nationality list or not [1].  

9) Trigger Words (Key Words) Feature: One of the 
important features that guide to identify the NE and can take 
various forms such as verb list or noun list, it is also called 
indicator feature. This feature determines if the word is in 
one of the lexical triggers lists. There are several Arabic 
terms that have been exploited to identify the named entities 
in natural language documents Saif, et al. [15] introduced 
Arabic terms as trigger words for identifying named entity 
types in Wikipedia articles. These trigger words successfully 
performed to classify the concepts in Arabic Wikipedia 
using the category-based technique.  

 TABLE II 
 EXAMPLE OF TRIGGER WORDS 

Type of NE Trigger Translation  NE 
Person قال  said أحمد/ Ahmed 
Location سافر إلى  Travel to دبي/ Dubai 
Organization شركة company سبأ/ Saba 

10) Blacklist Feature: It is performed using Blacklist 
dictionaries containing entries which should be rejected as 
Named Entities. This feature is a twofold feature to 
determine if the word is in the blacklist. For example, (رئيس 
 the President supreme commander), here ,الجمهورية القائد الأعلى
the phrase (القائد الأعلى, the supreme commander] is invalid 
NE.  

11) Stop Words Feature: Stop words are frequent words 
that cannot be part of named entities. This feature is to 
determine if the word is in the stop words list.  

 

TABLE III 
EXAMPLE OF STOP WORDS 

Categories The Word Translation  
demonstrative nouns هذا   this 
relative pronoun الذي  who, which 
adverbs هناك there 

12) Gazetteer Feature: The gazetteer consists of lists 
storing specific information such as people's names, 
organizations names, locations names, days of the week, etc. 
This feature is to determine if the targeted word exists in any 
gazetteer class [1]. 

13) Rule-based Features: These contextual features 
include the NE type. The NE tags predicted by the rule-
based from NER system are used as features. 

14) Surrounding Word Feature: Surrounding words that 
either come before or after a targeted word or token are used 
a feature to decide if this targeted word is an NE. 

15) Infrequent Word: Infrequent words are obtained by 
calculating the word frequency in the used corpus during the 
training phase and then selecting the cut-off frequency to 
build the binary feature.  

16) Part-of-Speech (POS) Feature: One of the important 
feature, often used with ML.  This feature identifies the word 
part of speech class (e.g. verbs, nouns, pronouns, etc.).  

17) Syntactic-based Features: Use syntactic rules to label 
phrases which can be noun or verb phrases. 

18) Morphology-based Feature: A group of features 
extracted from the morphology of the language, it is one of 
important feature and used widely. The famous one for 
generation morphology features is MADA [16] they have 
more than 13 features as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 

 
 Fig. 1  MADA Morphological features 

B. Learning Methods 

Machine learning methods are more capable when 
compared to rule-based approaches because the system can 
be trained and can work in various domains. In ML NER 
system, the aim of the NER method is to transform the 
identification problem into classification one and then use 
statistical models to tackle the classification problem. In 
principle, the ML system recognizes and classify NEs into 
specific NE’ class such as locations, persons, organization, 
etc. [17]. Most recent studies in NE for all major languages 
including Arabic use a Machine Learning, also called 
statistical. ML algorithms have been widely used in order to 
determine NE tagging decisions from annotated texts. The 
ML approach to the analysis of language works bottom-up 
by looking for patterns and relationships to model. ML can 
be divided into three distinguished types: supervised 
learning, unsupervised learning, and semi-supervised 
learning. The most commonly published Machine Learning 
approaches for Named Entity Recognition are Supervised 
Learning (SL) techniques which represent the NER problem 
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as a classification task and require the availability of large 
annotated datasets. Learning methods are more capable 
when compared to rule-based approaches because the system 
can be trained and can work in various domains. The 
followings are common models that are used in ANER ML 
systems. 

C. Supervised Approach 

The supervised ML approach is the earliest and widely 
applied technique in ML systems. Supervised learning aims 
to train the data on the certain pattern in order to identify it 
in the test part. This is a useful method in the field of 
sentiment analysis by train the data about a pattern that may 
indicate whether the opinion is positive or negative [18]. 
This approach needs large annotated corpora and among its 
important statistical models for NER, a lot of works has been 
done using the following techniques:  Conditional Random 
Fields (CRF), Hidden Markov Model (HMM), Decision 
Trees (DT), Maximum Entropy Models (ME), Support 
Vector Machines (SVM), and Artificial Neural Network 
(ANN).  In the following sub-sections, we introduce Arabic 
named entity recognition using these supervised techniques. 

1) Conditional Random Field (CRF) 

CRF is a statistical model that is used for data 
segmentation and labelling in sequence manner [19]. This 
model involves the use of many random and related features 
to identify NEs. CRF, as described in [20], is a probabilistic 
framework used for segmenting and labeling the sequential 
data. It is a generalization of Hidden Markov Model in 
which its undirected graph contains nodes to represent the 
label sequence y corresponding to the sequence x. CRF finds 
the label which maximizes the conditional probability p(y|x) 
for a sequence x. 

Benajiba and Rosso [21] have used CRF method in 
replacement of Maximum Entropy in order to improve 
system performance. The features used in this system are 
POS tags and Base Phrase Chunks (BPC), gazetteers and 
nationality. The reported results showed that this system 
achieved the high accuracy. The general system performance 
indicators, i.e. recall, precision and F-measure are 72.77%, 
86.90%, and 79.21%, respectively. Another work, a 
simplified feature set has been proposed by Abdul-Hamid 
and Darwish [13] to be utilized in Arabic NER. They 
developed a NER system based on CRF to recognize three 
types of NEs: Person, Location, and Organization. The 
system considers only surface features and ignores other 
kinds of features. The system is tested using ANERcorp and 
ACE2005 dataset. The system performance indicators on 
ANERcorp for Precision, Recall, and F-measure are 89%, 
74%, and 81%, respectively. The results prove that this 
system is more accurate than the one reported by Benajiba 
and Rosso [21].  

An integrated approach was developed by AbdelRahman, 
et al. [22] combined two ML systems to handle Arabic NER 
including pattern recognition using CRF with bootstrapping. 
The features include word-level features, POS tag, BPC, 
gazetteers and morphological features. The system can 
identify various NEs such as Person, Location, Organization, 
Device, Car, Cell Phone, Date and Time. The F-measures for 
previous type is 74.06%, 89.09%, 75.01%, 69.47%, 77.52%, 

80.95%, 80.63%, 98.52%, 76.99%, and 96.05%. The results 
show that the system outperforms Ling Pipe NE recognizer 
when both are applied to ANERcorp dataset.  

Bidhend, et al. [23] presented a CRF-based NER system, 
which is known by the name Noor. The system can extract 
person names from religious sources. Corpora of ancient 
religious text called NoorCorp were developed, focusing on 
3 corpora based on three Islamic books and jurisprudence 
sources in Arabic languages. Noor-Gazette, a gazetteer of 
religious person names, was also developed. The F-measure 
for the overall system’s performance using new historical, 
Hadith, and jurisprudence corpora was 99.93%, 93.86%, and 
75.86%, respectively.  

Another work is Impact of Various Features on the 
Performance of Conditional Random Field-based Arabic 
Named Entity Recognition by Morsi and Rafea [24], explore 
the impact of using different feature types on NER results 
for Modern Standard Arabic text. The system uses CRF 
based models. They create baseline model to use results for 
comparison. The dataset was taken from ANERcorp, and 
extract four types of named entity (person, location, 
organization and miscellaneous). The best result for the 
system is a 68.05 F-Measure.  

Zirikly and Diab [25] proposed dialectal Arabic NER 
system using Egyptian colloquial Arabic. Their machine-
learning approach uses CRF approach to recognizing 
persons and locations NEs. They used NER features, namely, 
lexical with contextual features, gazetteers, distance from 
specific keywords and Broun clustering. They build an 
annotated dataset for Egyptian dialect through manually 
annotating a portion of the dialectal Arabic (DA) data 
collected and provided by the linguistic data consortium 
(LDC) from web blogs. The annotated data was chosen from 
a set of web blogs that are manually identified by LDC as 
Egyptian dialect. The F-measure obtained for locations and 
person names are 91.429 and 49.18, respectively. More 
recently, NEs in social media domain was investigated by 
Zirikly and Diab [26] who proposed an NER system without 
the need for gazetteers for DA using supervised machine 
Learning approach and CRF. 

2) Hidden Markov Model (HMM)  

HMM is a statistical model that uses Markov process with 
hidden states. The mathematics of HMM were originally 
developed by Bikel et al. [27]. Dahan et al. [28] proposed an 
Arabic NER system based on HMM. The model uses 
stemming process to address inflection and ambiguity in the 
Arabic language. The system is fully automated in 
recognizing Arabic person, organization, and locations NEs. 
The system was tested using a developed corpus from many 
sources including France Press agency, Assabah newspaper, 
and Al Hayat newspaper. The performance indicators are 
precision, recall with 73% and 77% respectively. The 
obtained F-measure for persons, organization and location 
NEs are 79%, 67%, and 78% respectively.  

3) Decision Tree (DT) 

DT was first developed by Sekine et al. [29]. It is a tree-
like model which makes decisions at the nodes. A path in the 
tree represents a sequential of decisions that are following in 
order to obtain the output at the terminal (tree leafs). ANER 
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ML system using DT on the criminal domain in MSA was 
proposed by Al-Shoukry and Omar [30]. Their proposed 
system can extract NEs of persons, locations, types of crimes, 
locations, times and date through DTC (Decision Tree 
classifier) with features extraction. The dataset was collected 
from online resources. The best obtained F-measure was 
81.35%. 

4) Maximum Entropy (ME) 

ME model predicts the probabilities using the least 
number of assumptions, different than the applied 
restrictions. These restrictions are obtained and derived from 
the training data, which express the relationship between 
features and outcomes [31].  

An ME Arabic Named Entity Recognition system was 
developed by Benajiba and Rosso [32] who have developed 
an ANER system, ANERsys 1.0, which uses ME. They used 
their own developed linguistics resource called ANERcorp 
(i.e. an annotated corpus) and ANERgazet (i.e. gazetteers). 
The adapted features are mainly contextual, lexical, together 
with gazetteers features. The system can recognize various 
types of NEs, among them, are Person, Location, and 
Organization. The ANERsys 1.0 system faced difficulties in 
finding NEs that are have compound structure which 
composed of more than one token/word; hence [32] come up 
with ANERsys 2.0, which uses two-level mechanism for 
NER: 1) identifying the start and the end points of each NE, 
2) categorizing the identified NEs. The overall system’s 
performance in terms of Precision, Recall, and F-measure 
was 70.24%, 62.08%, and 65.91%, respectively. 

5) Support Vector Machine (SVM) 

SVM is a well-known technique in machine learning 
which is sometimes called support vector network [33]. 
SVM is supervised learning method that involves other 
learning techniques which analyze data for classification and 
analysis purposes. ANER using SVM was developed by 
Benajiba et al. [34]. The features used are contextual, lexical, 
morphological, gazetteers, POS tags and BPC, nationality 
and the corresponding English capitalization. The system has 
been evaluated using ACE Corpora and ANERcorp. The 
best results are achieved when all the features are considered. 
Furthermore, Y. Benajiba, M. Diab, and P. Rosso [8] studied 
the sensitivity of various NEs to different types of features, 
of ACE data sets using the SVM classifier. The best system 
results in terms of F-measure was 82.71% for ACE 2003, 
and 76.43% for ACE 2004, and 81.47% for ACE 2005, 
respectively.  

Benajiba et al. [34] have built multiple classifiers for each 
NE type adopting SVM and CRF approaches. ACE datasets 
are used in the evaluation process. According to their results, 
it cannot be stated whether CRF is better than SVM or vice 
versa in ANER. Each NE type is sensitive to different 
features, and each feature plays a role in recognizing the NE 
in different degrees. The best system’s overall performance 
in terms of F-measure was 83.5% for ACE 2003, 76.7% for 
ACE 2004, and 81.31% for ACE 2005, respectively.  

Further studies conducted by Benajiba et al. [35] have 
confirmed as well the importance of considering language 
independent and language-specific features in Arabic NER. 
Benajiba et al. [35] studied the impact of SVM, ME, and 

CRF models. The reported results in terms of F-measure was 
83.34% for ACE 2003, 77.61% for ACE 2004, and 82.02% 
for ACE 2005, respectively.  

Koulali and Meziane [36] developed an ANER using a 
combined pattern extractor together with SVM classifier that 
make use of the patterns from POS identified text. The 
system can cater the NEs types used in the CoNLL 
conference, and it used a set of dependent and independent 
features. The system was trained on 90% of the ANERCorp 
data and tested on the remainder. The system was tested with 
different using various combinations of features, and the best 
result of F-measure was 83.20%. 

6) Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) 

ANN, one of the important technologies in artificial 
intelligence, which is considered to be a common approach 
to machine learning, ANNs are capable of learning, and they 
need to be trained.  

Mohammed and Omar [37] developed a model for the 
Arabic language to extract Named entity recognition using 
neural network technique. He uses ANERcorp and other web 
resources; the system uses two methods to extract 4 types of 
named entity (person, location, organization and 
Miscellaneous). The experiment results compared between 
Decision Tree and Neural Network using the same data. The 
neural network achieves 92% while decision Tree gained 
87% for precision measurement. 

D. Semi-Supervised Learning (SSL) 

SSL approach is referred to as bootstrapping, which only 
requires a set of seeds to initiate the learning process. It is 
the weakly supervised approach, and a set of preliminary 
learning tasks are used to train the system.  

Althobaiti et al. [38] developed Arabic NER system that 
combines SS approach with distance learning method by 
training the SS NER classified by the distance learning 
method. The system extracts person, location and 
organization NEs in MSA and can be upgraded easily to 
extract different NEs types. The dataset used are from online 
NEWS + BBCNEWS and ANERcorp. Table 1 shows the 
summary of literature review for ML-Base system for the 
Arabic language. 

III.  RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

In general, as we see in Table 4, ANER using ML systems 
have received wide attention recently by researchers. The 
reported studies use various types of the established ML 
models such as CRF, SVM, ME and HMM with the majority 
of them based on CRF model. Moreover, most reported 
works focus on supervised ML methods with few systems 
that use semi-supervised method whereas the unsupervised 
method has not been reported for the Arabic language. On 
the other hand, the common features in other languages are 
also adapted to ANER ML systems with modifications that 
arise from the distinct characteristics of Arabic text. These 
features are roughly based on word-level features, list 
lookup, word context and linguistic features. Furthermore, 
most of ML systems are on MSA Arabic, and very few 
studies are on classical or dialectal Arabic, and most of the 
studies depend on a single ML model, and there is a need to 
investigate more on the integration of some models to obtain 
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better performance results. Additionally, the Arabic 
language is distinctive, compared to other languages, as it is 
highly involved with complex morphology and grammars 
and most of the proposed ANER ML systems use the 
common features applied elsewhere. Hence, there is a need 
to come up with new models and features that are well-
suited to the nature of Arabic language in order to 
tremendously enhance the overall performance and 
capability of ANER ML systems. The unsupervised 
approaches such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) have 

been utilized for NER in English [39, 40].  Latent Dirichlet 
Allocation (LDA) is a probabilistic generative model [41-44] 
of the text documents for semantic representation according 
to the assumption that states each document is a mixture of 
topics. It relies on a set of Dirichlet priors that determine 
how document topic mixtures might be generated on the 
basis of latent (random) variables. This approach can be 
adapted to Arabic NER to address the knowledge acquisition 
in supervised approaches. 

TABLE IV 
SUMMARY OF LITERATURE REVIEW FOR ML-B ASE SYSTEM  

Author Linguistic type Entity type Method Domain F- measure 

Benajiba and 
Rosso [32] 

ANERcorp 
Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

CRF 
Political, 
economic/MSA 

65.91 

Benajiba and 
Rosso (2008)  

ANERcorp 
Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

CRF 
Political, 
economic/MSA 

79.21 

Benajiba et al. 
(2008a) 

ACE Corpora and 
ANERcorp. 

Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

SVM 
Political, 
economic/MSA 

80 

 Benajiba et al. 
(2008b) 

ACE Corpora and 
ANERcorp. 

Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

SVM, CRF 
Political, 
economic/MSA 

80.5 

Benajiba et al. 
(2009a, 2009b) 

ACE Corpora and 
ANERcorp. 

Person, Location, Organization 
and Miscellaneous 

SVM, ME, 
CRF 

Political, economic / 
MSA 

80.99 

Abdul-Hamid and 
Darwish, (2010) 

ACE 2005, 
ANERcorp. 

Person, Location and 
Organization 

CRF Political/ MSA 81 

AbdelRahman et al 
(2010) 

ANERcorp 
Person, Location, Organization, 
Job, Device, Car, Cell Phone, 
Currency, Date and Time. 

CRF, 
bootstrapping 

Political, 
economic/MSA 

81.6 

Koulali et al. 
(2012) 

ANERCorp Person, Location, Organization SVM Political/ MSA 83.20 

Minaei et al (2012) NoorCorp person CRF Religious/ CA 89.86 

Mohammed and 
Omar (2012) 

ANERCorp, web 
resources 

Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

ANN Political/ MSA 92 

alia.morsi, rafea ANERcorp 
Person, Location, Organization, 
Miscellaneous 

CRF Political/ MSA 68.05 

Zirikly&Diab,2014 
Egyptian annotated 
corpus 

Persons, names, locations SS, CRF Dielectric Arabic 70.2 

Al-Shoukry et 
al.2015 

Online resources 
persons, locations, 
organizations, crime types, 
dates, times 

DTC, feature 
extraction  

Criminal/MSA 81.35 

Ayah,&Diab, 2015 
Microblogs and 
Dialectal weblogs 

NEs in Dialectal Arabic CRF Social media 72.68 

M. Althobaiti, 
2015 
 

NEWS + BBCNEW, 
ANERcorp 

Persons, location, organization 
SS, distant 
learning 

MSA 73.10 

Dahan et al. 2015 online newspapers 
Person, location and 
organization 

HMM MSA 74.66 
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IV.    CONCLUSION 

Over the last decade, the research on ANER has been 
growing rapidly. Many researchers have developed ML 
systems for ANER utilizing the established ML models such 
as CRF, SVM, ME and HMM with the majority of them 
based on CRF model. Many works focused on supervised 
ANER ML studies with little attention to semi supervise 
type whereas the unsupervised approach has not been 
reported yet. Moreover, most ANER ML systems focus on 
MSA domain with negligible attention to classical or 
colloquial Arabic. Furthermore, the studies on ML NER for 
MSA texts are focusing on few NEs types and even few 
domains while other domains have rarely been investigated 
such as criminal records, sports, religion, drugs, etc. 
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